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 This research presents an agent-based simulation model for post-

disaster location mapping, considering land vehicles and drones along 

with access road availability and depot locations. The study examines 

the impact of bridge facility damage on depot selection and time 

indicators. Results reveal that damage to bridge facilities affects depots 

differently based on their location, leading to increased total processing 

and completion times due to interactions between land vehicles and 

bridges. Depot 7 emerges as the optimal location for undamaged and 

KRB II and III damage scenarios based on total processing time. Depot 

3 performs best for KRB III damage, while Depot 8 exhibits the shortest 

completion time across all scenarios. These findings emphasize the 

importance of selecting depots with resilient road access and alternative 

routes, improving post-disaster logistics efficiency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A disaster is an event that can cause extensive disruption to society or communities [1]. Such 

disruptions often encompass human casualties, material and economic losses, as well as 

environmental and infrastructural damage. The unpredictable and sudden nature of disasters 

underscores the need for an immediate, efficient, and coordinated response from diverse sectors. This 

collective effort is crucial for effectively managing and mitigating the consequences of disasters, 

ensuring a timely recovery and minimizing their long-term impacts. 

Indonesia is recognized as one of the countries highly vulnerable to natural hazards, ranking 

38th globally in terms of disaster risk [2]. Its geographical location within the ring of fire renders 

Indonesia particularly susceptible to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions [3]. With a staggering count 

of 147 volcanoes, Indonesia stands out as one of the nations with the highest volcano abundance 

worldwide [4]. Among these volcanoes, Mount Merapi holds significant prominence as it is listed 

among the 16 Decade Volcanoes by the International Association of Volcanology and Chemistry of 

the Earth's Interior (IAVCEI), signifying its status as an active and highly risky volcano [5]. Mount 

Merapi exhibits a notably short eruption cycle of 2-7 years and poses various hazards to human lives, 

infrastructure, and essential resources such as agriculture, livestock, shelters, and transportation routes 

[6]. In 2010, Mount Merapi unleashed a particularly explosive eruption classified as a Volcanic 

Explosivity Index (VEI) of 4, resulting in 347 fatalities and displacing 410,388 individuals [6] [7]. 

Disaster management encompasses a planning and administrative process aimed at mitigating 

the burden and consequences of disasters. It consists of four distinct stages: mitigation, preparedness, 

response, and recovery [8]. A widely adopted approach during the response and recovery stages is the 

Post-Disaster Needs Assessment (PDNA), internationally endorsed by the European Union (EU), 

World Bank (WB), and United Nations Development Group (UNDG) in 2008. PDNA serves as a 

comprehensive framework for assessing the impact of a disaster, focusing on four sectors: social, 

productive, infrastructure, and cross-cutting. These sectors are discussed within the PDNA guidelines, 
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which cover aspects ranging from evaluating post-disaster damages and losses to formulating 

recovery strategies and plans [9]. 

The initial step of the PDNA involves the collection of data pertaining to the post-disaster 

conditions [9]. This data collection activity falls within the response phase of disaster management 

and holds significant importance, as it provides essential information on the extent of impacts, victim 

locations, casualty numbers, and logistical requirements for efficient post-disaster operations. The 

timeliness and responsiveness of data collection concerning the post-disaster situation must be 

prioritized, as these factors serve as benchmarks for assessing the logistical capabilities required to 

save lives and expedite infrastructure repairs [10]. A viable approach to gathering data on the physical 

impacts of the disaster is through the mapping of affected areas. This process enables the accurate 

spatial visualization of the disaster-affected regions, serving as a foundation for information used in 

disaster management operations [11]. 

An obstacle commonly encountered during post-disaster logistics operations is the impairment 

of road infrastructure, resulting in inaccessible roadways [12]. This hampers the thorough utilization 

of land vehicles for mapping affected areas. To address this challenge, the implementation of 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), commonly known as drones, offers a viable solution. Drones 

possess the advantages of flexibility, cost-effectiveness, and speed, making them suitable for 

efficiently capturing photo and video documentation to map disaster-affected locations [13]. 

However, the use of drones for mapping purposes has limitations, such as their restricted range and 

limited operational duration. Overcoming these limitations can be achieved by combining land 

vehicles and drones in the mapping process. While land vehicles face range limitations based on road 

accessibility, they have longer operational durations compared to drones. Therefore, employing a 

combination of land vehicles and drones compensates for each other's shortcomings, effectively 

addressing road access issues with drones and resolving operational time and range challenges with 

land vehicles [10]. 

In the scenario of mapping post-disaster locations through a combination of land vehicles and 

drones, the process unfolds as follows. Initially, each land vehicle carries a single drone unit from the 

depot to a predetermined stopover point. Upon arrival at the stopover point, the land vehicle sets up 

the drone, which then commences mapping various pre-identified points. In the event of the drone's 

battery reaching a low charge during the mapping process, it promptly returns to the stopover point 

for a battery replacement. Once the battery is replaced, the drone resumes mapping any remaining 

unmapped points. After all the designated mapping points have been covered, the drone returns to the 

stopover point for dismantling, and the land vehicles transport it back to the depot. Subsequently, the 

obtained mapping results of the disaster-affected locations can be promptly reported and processed for 

the purpose of Post-Disaster Needs Assessment (PDNA). A visual representation of the scheme 

depicting the combination of land vehicle and drone routes can be observed in Figure 1, where red 

dots represent depots, green dots signify stopover points, blue dots indicate mapping points, blue 

arrows represent land vehicle routes, and red arrows depict drone routes. 

 

Fig. 1 The approach of mapping post-disaster locations using a combined route of ground vehicles and drones 

has been proposed [10]. 
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The process of post-disaster mapping assessment is subject to various uncertainties, both from 

the perspective of the mapping actor and the environmental conditions in which the mapping takes 

place. Uncertainties originating from the mapping actor's side may involve factors such as vehicle 

speed, preparation time for mapping activities, or operational aspects like drone setup and 

disassembly duration. Conversely, uncertainties arising from the environmental side pertain to 

variables such as weather conditions and the accessibility of existing infrastructure. In the context of 

post-disaster location mapping, the accessibility of infrastructure, particularly land vehicle lanes, 

holds great significance. The presence of accessible land vehicle routes is essential for smooth 

mobilization. However, in the aftermath of an eruption, certain infrastructure elements like bridges 

can be profoundly affected. The movement of cold lava flows over rivers or streams can erode bridge 

foundations, leading to their collapse [14]. Consequently, mapping actors who initially planned to 

utilize a bridge must reassess alternative routes to reach their designated mapping points. 

Mount Merapi is characterized by multiple regions that are susceptible to disasters, known as 

Kawasan Rawan Bencana (KRB). The KRB is further categorized into three distinct areas [15]: 

1) KRB III refers to regions frequently impacted by volcanic projectiles, lava streams, hazardous 

gases, pyroclastic rock avalanches, or pyroclastic flows during volcanic eruptions or related 

activities. 

2) KRB II designates areas with the potential to experience volcanic debris avalanches, lava flows, 

noxious gases, pyroclastic rock avalanches, intense ash precipitation, or pyroclastic flows when 

volcanic eruptions or related activities occur. 

3) KRB I encompasses areas at risk of being affected by lava flows or flooding. 

The KRB (Kawasan Rawan Bencana) map of Mount Merapi serves as a valuable tool for 

assessing the vulnerability of an area to the volcano's eruption. Higher KRB numbers indicate a 

greater risk of impact in the event of a Mount Merapi eruption, necessitating focused attention on 

these areas. However, challenges such as operational uncertainties and road accessibility issues can 

impede the post-disaster mapping assessment process, including in the case of Mount Merapi's 

eruption. Therefore, it is crucial to consider and comprehend these factors to ensure the efficiency of 

post-disaster site mapping. Scenario development in research offers a method to gain a comprehensive 

understanding of the implications of problems or decisions within the entire system [16]. For instance, 

one scenario may involve analyzing the availability of road access for land vehicles based on the 

distribution within the KRB. Another scenario could revolve around the decision-making process for 

selecting an appropriate depot location responsible for mapping post-disaster locations. However, 

conducting research by directly developing scenarios within real systems is impractical due to the 

extensive time and resources required. An alternative solution is to employ agent-based simulation 

models for scenario development. 

Agent-based simulation is a simulation modeling approach that allows the analysis of real-

world problems by creating a simulated model that mimics these issues. Through the development of 

model scenarios, the agent-based simulation model can be examined to assess the impact of decision-

making on the entire simulation system. This offers valuable insights into potential outcomes in real 

systems under similar decision-making scenarios. Unlike deterministic optimization models, agent-

based simulation models have the capacity to handle stochastic problems and incorporate uncertainty. 

Consequently, agent-based simulation models have an advantage over optimization models in 

representing real system conditions that often involve multiple uncertainties. Moreover, agent-based 

simulation enables the modeling of interactions among individuals or agents within the environment. 

This facilitates the observation of spontaneous phenomena, such as agents adapting their mapping 

paths due to influencing factors, and the subsequent impacts. Furthermore, agent-based simulation 

helps overcome limitations in terms of time and resources when conducting research on real systems 

[17]. 

This study endeavors to develop an agent-based model for assessing post-disaster mapping of 

Mount Merapi's eruption. The model incorporates a combined route of ground vehicles and drones, 

considering the impact of depot location and bridge availability on the overall time required for post-

disaster mapping assessment. By addressing the previously mentioned problems and proposing 
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solutions, the study aims to provide insights into the design and evaluation of an effective mapping 

approach for the aftermath of Mount Merapi's eruption. 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Conceptual Model 

This study commenced with the development of a conceptual model that offers a 

comprehensive representation of the post-disaster location mapping process. This conceptual model 

was subsequently translated into a simulation model. A detailed depiction of the conceptual model 

illustrating the location mapping process following the eruption of Mount Merapi, which will be the 

focus of this study, is provided in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Conceptual model 

A. Agent-based Simulation Model 

This research employed the AnyLogic software to conduct agent-based simulation modeling. 

The initial step involved data collection on agent behavior, serving as a foundation for establishing the 

logical rules governing agent behavior, which were subsequently incorporated into the simulation 

model. The agent-based simulation model encompasses seven distinct types of agents, namely Depots, 

Stopover Points, Mapping Points, Land Vehicles (Bikes), Drones, Opak Bridges, and Gendol Bridges. 

The accompanying list provides details on each agent type, including their behavioral rules, quantity, 

and specific locations. 

Depot: 

1. Depot agents function as both the origin and destination for Ground Vehicles (Bike agents) and 

Drones. 

2. The Depot agent issues instructions regarding the initiation of the post-disaster location 

mapping process to the assigned Bike agent. 

3. The Depot agent calculates the overall time required to accomplish a sequence of post-disaster 

location mapping tasks, starting from the assignment given to each Bike agent until the Bike 

agent returns with the mapping results report.Stopover Point: The Stopover Point agent 

assumes a passive role, serving solely as a destination where Bike agents can deploy Drone 

agents for their operations. 
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a) Mapping Point: 

1) Mapping Point agents serve as designated locations for Drone agents to map post-

disaster areas. 

2) At the beginning of the simulation, Mapping Point agents are initially in an unmapped 

state. 

3) Once a Drone agent initiates mapping at a Mapping Point agent, its status will be updated 

to "mapped" and it will commence calculating the mapping duration. 

4) Upon completion of the mapping task by the Drone agent, the Mapping Point agent will 

update its status to "mapped" and cease the calculation of mapping duration. 

b) Bike: 

1) Bike agents utilize motorcycle lanes to travel at a speed ranging from 15 to 30 kilometers 

per hour. 

2) The Bike agent is equipped with parameters that determine the sequence of points to visit 

based on the combined ground vehicle and drone route. 

3) The Bike agent initiates the post-disaster mapping process once assigned by the Depot 

agent and begins calculating its duty duration. 

4) Subsequently, the Bike agent transports a Drone agent to the designated Stopover Point 

agent. 

5) In case the Bike agent encounters an Opak Bridge or Gendol Bridge agent during the 

journey, it promptly assesses the condition of the bridge agent. If the bridge is damaged, 

the Bike agent adjusts the route to lower ground, following the river until finding an 

intact bridge agent of the same type. The Bike agent records the successfully crossed 

Opak Bridge or Gendol Bridge agents to facilitate future crossings. 

6) Upon reaching the designated Stopover Point agent, the Bike agent signals the start of the 

mapping process for the carried Drone agent. The Bike agent assumes a passive role and 

waits until the completion of mapping at the Stopover Point agent, after which the Drone 

agent is retrieved. 

7) The Bike agent proceeds to the next destination according to the prescribed route. 

8) Upon returning to the Depot agent, the Bike agent returns the Drone agent, reports the 

mapping results to the Depot agent, and concludes its duty duration calculation. 

c) Opak Bridge: The condition of the Opak Bridge agent can vary, either being intact or 

damaged, depending on the specific scenario being considered. 

d) Gendol Bridge: The status of the Gendol Bridge agent can vary, either being functional or 

damaged, depending on the specific scenario being considered. 

Parameter data in this study consisted of 8 (eight) things, namely land vehicle speed data (bike), 

drone speed data, drone max coverage data, drone battery capacity, drone mapping rate data, propeller 

setup time data, drone calibration time data, as well as propeller disassembly time data. These data 

can be seen in Table 1. 

Table I. parameter data 

Agent Parameter Value Source 

Bike Speed 15 – 30 km/h  [18] 

Drone 

Speed 16 m/s [10] 

Battery capacity 30 minutes  [19] 

Max coverage 151668 m2 
Pix4DCapture 

Mapping rate 0,00011209 minutes/m2 

Propeller setup time triangular(14.,25.6,18.2) seconds 

 [20] 
Drone calibration time triangular(34.,46.3,42.6) seconds 

Propeller disassembly 

time 
triangular(14.,21.1,14.) seconds 

B. Verification and Validation 

To ensure the suitability of the developed simulation model in accurately representing real-

world scenarios, it is crucial to conduct feasibility tests. Verification and validation tests are common 

approaches used to assess the feasibility of simulation models. Verification involves comparing the 
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simulation model to the underlying conceptual model to ensure its compatibility. Successful 

verification indicates that the model runs smoothly without any programming errors when executed 

based on the conceptual model. AnyLogic software offers the option to perform verification tests by 

utilizing features like "Build Model" or constructing the simulation model. These features provide 

valuable insights into the presence or absence of errors in the implemented programming algorithms. 

Once the verification test has been conducted, the subsequent step involves performing a 

validation test on the simulation model. Validation aims to assess whether the simulation model 

effectively captures the dynamics of the real system it represents. One technique commonly employed 

for validating a simulation model against a real system is known as Face Validation. This technique 

involves demonstrating that the simulation model's characteristics and operational mechanisms exhibit 

similarities to those observed in the real-world system being modeled [21]. In the case of AnyLogic 

software, this can be accomplished by executing the developed simulation model and comparing its 

performance with the actual system to evaluate its appropriateness. 

C. Developing Simulation Scenarios 

Two parameters serve as the foundation for scenario development in this study: the depot 

parameter and the damage level parameter of bridge facilities, which are determined based on the 

KRB (Kawasan Rawan Bencana). The simulation will consider the following conditions for scenario 

development: 

1. The first condition involves intact bridge facilities, which will be applied to the nine designated 

depots. 

2. The second condition involves damaged bridge facilities in the KRB III area. This condition 

will be applied to the nine designated depots. 

3. The third condition involves damaged bridge facilities in both the KRB III and KRB II areas. 

This condition will also be applied to the nine designated depots. 

To assess the impact of different levels of damage to bridge facilities on each depot location, 

each condition of damage will be applied to each depot. This approach allows for the examination of 

the specific effects of each damage level on individual depots. Consequently, a total of 27 scenarios 

will be conducted in this study, derived from the three damage conditions applied to the nine depots. 

The complete list of scenarios employed in this research can be found in Table 2. 

Table II. Scenarios Development List 

Scenario 
Parameter Scenario Parameter 

Depot Damage Level  Depot Damage Level 

1 Depot 1 Normal 15 Depot 5 KRB  II & KRB III 

2 Depot 1 KRB III 16 Depot 6 Normal 

3 Depot 1 KRB  II & KRB III 17 Depot 6 KRB III 

4 Depot 2 Normal 18 Depot 6 KRB  II & KRB III 

5 Depot 2 KRB III 19 Depot 7 Normal 

6 Depot 2 KRB  II & KRB III 20 Depot 7 KRB III 

7 Depot 3 Normal 21 Depot 7 KRB  II & KRB III 

8 Depot 3 KRB III 22 Depot 8 Normal 

9 Depot 3 KRB  II & KRB III 23 Depot 8 KRB III 

10 Depot 4 Normal 24 Depot 8 KRB  II & KRB III 

11 Depot 4 KRB III 25 Depot 9 Normal 

12 Depot 4 KRB  II & KRB III 26 Depot 9 KRB III 

13 Depot 5 Normal 27 Depot 9 KRB  II & KRB III 

14 Depot 5 KRB III - - - 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The AnyLogic software was used to create the agent-based model, which consists of several 

graphical editor windows. These windows include the main graphical editor, as well as separate 

graphical editors for each agent, and an experiment graphical editor. The sequence of graphical 

editors, namely the main graphical editor, Depot agent graphical editor, Stopover Point agent 

graphical editor, Mapping Point agent graphical editor, Bike agent graphical editor, Drone agent 

graphical editor, Opak Bridge agent graphical editor, Gendol Bridge agent graphical editor, and 

experiment graphical editor, can be observed in Figures 3 to 11, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Main graphical editor 

 

 

Fig. 4 Depot agent graphical editor 

 

 

Fig. 5 Stopover Point agent graphical editor 
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Fig. 6 Mapping Point agent graphical editor 

 

 

Fig. 7 Bike agent graphical editor 

 

 

Fig. 8 Drone agent graphical editor 
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Fig. 9 Opak Bridge agent graphical editor 

 

 

Fig. 10 Gendol Bridge agent graphical editor 

 

 

Fig. 11 Experiment graphical editor 

Once all graphical editors have been finalized, the subsequent stage involves building the 

model to identify any potential errors. In this research, no error markers were detected upon 

completing the model building process for the developed simulation model. As a result, it can be 

concluded that the simulation model has successfully undergone the verification test. 

Upon conducting the face validation technique for model validation, it was observed that the 

simulation model accurately reflects the mechanisms and properties that would occur in a real-world 

scenario. This indicates that the simulation model has successfully passed the validation test utilizing 

the face validation technique. 

In this study, the agent-based simulation employed a stochastic model, which contributes to the 

uniqueness of results in each run. Replication serves as a technique to enhance the representativeness 

and accuracy of the simulation outcomes based on the utilized model [20]. Consequently, the 

minimum number of replications needed for each scenario was initially established. The 
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determination of the required replications was performed using 30 sample data points, employing the 

"accumulatedTime" data from the model as a comparative parameter, and applying a confidence level 

of 95%. The variables utilized in the determination of the replication count are presented in Table 3. 

Table I. Calculation Variables For Determining The Number Of Replications 

Variable Value 

Confidence Level 95% 

Significance Level 0.05 

Sample Size(n) 30 

n-1 29 

α / 2 0.025 

t(29), 0.025 2.045 

z(0.025) 1.96 

 

The calculation performed in this study determined that each scenario required a minimum of 

28 replications, which remained consistent across all scenarios. As the sample size utilized for 

determining the replication count was 30, the data obtained can be deemed representative and will be 

utilized in the subsequent analysis of the study's findings. 

A. Comparison with Optimization Model 

In this study, an agent-based simulation model was developed to map the post-disaster eruption 

locations of Mount Merapi in DI Yogyakarta. The model incorporates a combination route involving 

land vehicles and drones. The simulation model is based on an optimization model that addresses 

similar cases, with the objective of minimizing the overall processing time [10]. A comparison of the 

total processing time per depot between the agent-based simulation model and the referenced 

optimization models is presented in Table 4 and Fig. 12. 

According to the data presented in Table 4 and Fig. 12, there is a notable disparity in the total 

processing time between the optimization model and the simulation model, with a range of deviation 

between 68% and 81%, and an average deviation of 73%. The simulation model demonstrates a 

longer total processing time compared to the optimization model, as it takes into account various 

uncertain variables that influence the system. These variables include propeller setup time, drone 

calibration time, propeller disassembly time, as well as parameter adjustments based on real system 

conditions, such as battery capacity and land vehicle speed during the post-disaster location mapping 

process. 

Table IV. Comparison Of Total Processing Time Per Depot Between Optimization Models And 

Simulation Models 

Depot 
Total Processing Time (Minute) 

Deviation 
Optimization Simulation 

Depot 1 644.809 1164.841 81% 

Depot 2 611.519 1080.818 77% 

Depot 3 586.239 1007.562 72% 

Depot 4 615.989 1066.960 73% 

Depot 5 639.349 1123.546 76% 

Depot 6 683.899 1202.430 76% 

Depot 7 573.039 966.824 69% 
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Depot 
Total Processing Time (Minute) 

Deviation 
Optimization Simulation 

Depot 8 609.229 1030.260 69% 

Depot 9 601.159 1012.852 68% 

Average 73% 

 

 

Fig. 12 Comparison of total processing time per depot between optimization models and simulation models 

D. The Impact of Bridge Facility Damage Level on Total Processing Time Value 

In this research, various scenarios were created to examine the impact of different levels of 

damage to bridge facilities on the total processing time per depot. The scenarios considered three 

conditions of damage: normal, KRB III, and KRB II & KRB III. These damage level conditions were 

then applied to the 9 depot locations, resulting in a total of 27 scenarios. The relationship between the 

level of damage to bridge facilities and the corresponding total processing time per depot can be 

observed in Table 5 and Fig. 13. 

Table II. Impact Of Damage Level Of Bridge Facilities On Total Processing Time Per Depot 

Depot 

Total Processing Time Based on 

Damage Level (Minute) 
Deviation to 

Normal Condition 

Normal KRB III 
KRB II & 

KRB III 
KRB III 

KRB II 

& KRB 

III 

Depot 1 1164.841 1246.131 1421.518 7% 22% 

Depot 2 1080.818 1100.147 1384.240 2% 28% 

Depot 3 1007.562 1029.453 1348.847 2% 34% 

Depot 4 1066.960 1200.508 1505.500 13% 41% 

Depot 5 1123.546 1120.750 1120.745 0% 0% 

Depot 6 1202.430 1198.852 1480.112 0% 23% 

Depot 7 966.824 1073.010 1081.844 11% 12% 

Depot 8 1030.260 1171.134 1190.204 14% 16% 

Depot 9 1012.852 1188.199 1179.154 17% 16% 

Average 7% 21% 
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Fig. 13 Impact of Damage Level of Bridge Facilities on Total Processing Time per Depot 

Based on the data presented in Table 5 and Fig. 13, it is evident that the level of damage to the 

bridge facilities significantly affects the total processing time per depot. On average, there is a 

deviation of 7% for KRB III and 21% for KRB II & KRB III. However, an interesting observation can 

be made from the analysis of Table 5 and Fig. 13. One particular depot, Depot 5, appears to be 

unaffected by the level of damage to the bridge facilities. This is due to the strategic location of Depot 

5, which is situated at a lower elevation than the bridge facilities in KRB II & KRB III (Fig. 14). 

Consequently, the route used by Depot 5 does not involve crossing the Gendol River or the Opak 

River. 

Moreover, certain depots such as Depot 2, Depot 3, and Depot 6 experienced a noticeable 

increase in total processing time exceeding 5% when the level of facility damage was elevated to 

KRB II & KRB III. Conversely, Depot 7, Depot 8, and Depot 9 exhibited an opposite trend to Depot 

2, Depot 3, and Depot 6. When the level of damage to the bridge facilities was increased to KRB III, 

these three depots experienced an increase in total processing time exceeding 5%. However, when the 

damage was further escalated from KRB III to KRB II & KRB III, these three depots did not display a 

significant increase in total processing time surpassing 5%, as evident from the difference in total 

processing time between the KRB III and KRB II & KRB III levels of damage to the bridge facilities. 

 

 

Fig. 14 Visualization of Depot Locations on AnyLogic Software 

Based on the analysis of the deviations in the total processing time per depot due to the level of 

damage to the bridge facilities in KRB III and KRB II & KRB III (Table 5 and Fig. 13), as well as the 

visualization of depot locations in AnyLogic software (Fig. 14), it can be observed that depots situated 

east of Kali Gendol, namely Depot 7, Depot 8, and Depot 9, are more susceptible to the impact of the 

level of damage to the bridge facilities in KRB III compared to the impact of the level of damage to 

the bridge facilities in KRB II. Conversely, depots located west of the Opak River exhibit a greater 
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sensitivity to the impact of the level of damage to the bridge facilities in KRB II compared to the 

impact of the level of damage to the bridge facilities in KRB III. 

Based on the analysis of Table 5, Fig. 13, and Fig. 14, valuable information can be derived 

regarding the depot with the most optimal location and route among the other depots, indicated by the 

smallest total processing time for each level of damage to the bridge facilities. Depot 7 emerges as the 

most appropriate choice when there is no damage to the bridge facilities or when the damage level 

reaches KRB II and KRB III, with total processing time values of 966.824 and 1081.844 minutes, 

respectively. On the other hand, if the damage level only extends to KRB III, Depot 3 is deemed the 

most suitable depot, with a total processing time value of 1029.453 minutes. 

E. The Impact of Bridge Facility Damage Level on Total Completion Time Value 

In post-disaster logistics, the prompt completion of tasks is of utmost importance. Therefore, 

the time required for the disaster mapping process serves as a crucial factor to consider. Previously, an 

analysis was conducted using the total processing time indicator, which represents the cumulative 

time for each task within a system. This indicator effectively measures the overall work time required 

for completing various tasks. However, when applied to post-disaster logistics, particularly in the case 

of location mapping, these indicators may not accurately reflect the real-world scenario. This 

discrepancy arises because the total processing time assumes sequential execution of tasks without 

breaks or concurrent work. To address these limitations, an alternative approach is to utilize the total 

completion time indicator [22]. 

The total completion time encompasses both the duration of a task and its placement within the 

scheduling timeframe. This indicator provides an accurate representation of the actual time required to 

complete the entire task, considering the task scheduling in real-world conditions [22]. In the context 

of this study's agent-based simulation for post-disaster location mapping, the total completion time 

indicator is well-suited. This is because the model incorporates six bike agents that perform their tasks 

concurrently, allowing the indicator to effectively demonstrate the actual time needed for the 

complete post-disaster location mapping process. The comparison of the impact of bridge facility 

damage levels on the total completion time per depot is presented in Table 6 and Figure 15. 

Table III. Impact of Damage Level of Bridge Facilities on Total Completion Time per Depot 

Depot 

Total Completion Time Based 

on Damage Level (Minute) 
Deviation to 

Normal Condition 

Normal KRB 

III 

KRB II 

& KRB 

III 

KRB 

III 

KRB II 

& KRB 

III 
Depot 1 243.159 316.536 317.279 30% 30% 

Depot 2 248.410 249.763 285.217 1% 15% 

Depot 3 268.267 267.736 343.612 0% 28% 

Depot 4 237.727 280.650 349.975 18% 47% 

Depot 5 290.464 290.979 291.838 0% 0% 

Depot 6 282.482 292.878 376.014 4% 33% 

Depot 7 250.910 280.525 282.439 12% 13% 

Depot 8 205.259 241.265 244.763 18% 19% 

Depot 9 233.999 273.833 268.591 17% 15% 

Average 11% 22% 
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Fig. 15 Impact of damage level of bridge facilities on total completion time per depot 

Based on the findings presented in Table 6 and Fig. 15, it can be observed that the level of 

damage to the bridge facilities significantly affects the total completion time per depot, with an 

average deviation of 11% for KRB III and 22% for KRB II & KRB III. The impact of the damage 

level on the total completion time per depot (Table 6 and Fig. 15) mirrors the impact observed on the 

total processing time per depot (Table 4 and Fig. 13), except for Depot 1. Interestingly, even though 

Depot 1 is situated east of the Opak River, it is more influenced by the damage to the bridge facilities 

in KRB III compared to KRB II. This discrepancy arises because although Depot 1 is located on the 

east side of the Opak River, it still requires a land vehicle route through Kali Gendol. Consequently, 

the land vehicles passing through Kali Gendol must opt for an alternative route that is longer than the 

initial path, resulting in increased travel time. As the total completion time is determined by the 

completion time of the land vehicle with the longest duration, any increase in travel time for a single 

land vehicle can significantly impact the overall total completion time value. 

Other Based on the analysis of Table 6, Fig. 15, and Fig. 14, it is possible to identify the depot 

with the optimal location and route among the other depots based on the smallest total completion 

time value for each level of damage to the bridge facilities. Depot 8 emerges as the most suitable 

depot for various scenarios, including situations without any damage to the bridge facilities, cases 

where the damage reaches KRB III, and instances where the damage extends to both KRB II and 

KRB III. The total completion time values for Depot 8 are recorded as 205,259 minutes when no 

damage occurs, 241,265 minutes when the damage level reaches KRB III, and 244,763 minutes when 

the damage level encompasses both KRB II and KRB III bridge facilities. 

F. The Impact of Bridge Facility Damage Level on the Average Utilities of Land Vehicles and Drones 

per Depot 

In this research, relevant data was gathered concerning the average utility of land vehicles and 

drones per depot. This data was obtained from simulations conducted to investigate the potential 

relationship between the level of damage to bridge facilities and the average utility value of land 

vehicles and drones. The effects of the level of damage to bridge facilities on the average utility of 

land vehicles and drones per depot are presented in Table 7 and Fig. 16. 

Table IV. Impact of Damage Level of Bridge Facilities on the Average Utilities of Land Vehicles 

and Drones per Depot 

Depot 

Average Utility of Land Vehicles and 

Drones 
Deviation to Normal 

Condition 

Normal KRB III KRB II & 

KRB III KRB III KRB II & 

KRB III 
Depot 1 80% 66% 75% 17% 6% 

Depot 2 73% 73% 81% 1% 12% 

Depot 3 63% 64% 66% 2% 5% 
Depot 4 75% 72% 72% 4% 4% 
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Depot 

Average Utility of Land Vehicles and 

Drones 
Deviation to Normal 

Condition 

Normal KRB III KRB II & 

KRB III KRB III KRB II & 

KRB III 
Depot 5 65% 64% 64% 0% 1% 

Depot 6 71% 69% 66% 4% 7% 

Depot 7 64% 64% 64% 1% 1% 
Depot 8 84% 81% 81% 3% 3% 

Depot 9 72% 73% 73% 0% 2% 

Rata-Rata 4% 4% 

 

 

Fig. 16 Impact of Damage Level of Bridge Facilities on the Average Utilities of Land Vehicles and 

Drones per Depot 

According to the data presented in Table 7 and Fig. 16, there is no substantial correlation 

observed between the level of damage to bridge facilities and the average utility of land vehicles. This 

is evident from the average deviation, which remains below 5% as indicated in Table 7 and Fig. 16, 

with an average deviation value of 4% for both levels of bridge facility damage. 

 

 

G. Practical Implications 

Through this research, valuable insights into the potential impacts on real-world systems due to 

facility damage and subsequent road closures during the post-disaster location mapping process have 

been obtained. Stakeholders should carefully consider the selection of depot locations for conducting 

this mapping process. Merely choosing depots in close proximity to disaster-affected areas does not 

guarantee expedited completion of the post-disaster mapping process. Instead, depot locations must 

ensure adequate road access for land vehicles and be resilient to damage caused by disasters. 

Moreover, they should have alternative access routes that are equally robust and resilient. This 

ensures that in the event of road closures on primary routes, land vehicles can effortlessly switch to 

alternative routes that are equally reliable and efficient. 

This research has also provided valuable information regarding the role of land vehicle agents' 

adaptability in responding to unexpected road closures, which can significantly affect the overall 

completion time of the post-disaster mapping process. Consequently, stakeholders should carefully 

evaluate and incorporate alternative routes into their planning to mitigate the potential impact of 

unforeseen circumstances in the field. Furthermore, considering the adoption of more sustainable 

routes is advisable to minimize the risk of inaccessible roads for land vehicles during post-disaster 

mapping assessments. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

This research focuses on the design of an agent-based simulation model for the post-disaster 

location mapping process, which integrates land vehicles and drones while considering the availability 

of access roads and depot locations. Various scenarios have been developed by incorporating depot 

location parameters and the damaged condition of bridge facilities based on the KRB. A total of 27 

scenarios were simulated to analyze the impact of bridge facility damage on different depot locations. 

The findings indicate that depots situated east of the Opak River are more susceptible to the effects of 

bridge facility damage at KRB II, while depots located west of Kali Gendol are more influenced by 

damage at KRB III. Consequently, such impacts can lead to an increase in both total processing time 

and total completion time. This can be attributed to the interactions between land vehicles and bridge 

facilities, as the land vehicles autonomously seek alternative routes when encountering damaged 

bridges, resulting in extended distances and travel durations. 

In addition to the analysis of agent behavior and its implications, this study also identifies the 

optimal depot location among nine candidate locations, taking into account the specific bridge facility 

damage scenarios and relevant time indicators. The agent-based simulation model reveals that in 

scenarios without any bridge facility damage or with damage at KRB II and III, Depot 7 emerges as 

the most favorable location based on the total processing time indicator, with respective times of 

966,824 and 1,081,844 minutes. This finding aligns with the optimization model used as a reference 

in this study, where Depot 7 was selected as the best location based on the total processing time 

indicator for undamaged bridge facilities, with a time of 573,039 minutes. In the case of damage at 

KRB III, the simulation model suggests that Depot 3 exhibits the optimal location based on the total 

processing time indicator, with a time of 1,029,453 minutes. Moreover, when considering the total 

completion time indicator, Depot 8 is identified as the depot location with the shortest overall 

completion time, regardless of the presence of bridge facility damage. Specifically, it demonstrates 

the shortest completion time in scenarios with undamaged bridge facilities (205,259 minutes), damage 

at KRB III (241,265 minutes), and damage at both KRB II and KRB III (244,763 minutes). 
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